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a time-up life of 100 hours corresponding to 258 million inner-ring
revolutions, a thrust load of 300 lbs., (1334 Newton) corresponding
to an AFBMA rated life of L10 = 1270 mill.revs, and maximum Hertzian
contact stresses of 215,000 psi (1.48 X 109N/m 2) and 217,000 psi
(1.50 X 109N/m2) on the inner and outer bearing rings, respectively,
43,000 rpm (4500 rad/sec.) inner-ring speed, and 600oF (589OK)
bearing temperature (measured at the outer ring), and 150 cc/min.
nominal lubricant flow rate to each bearing. The test rig and
lubricant reservior were blanketed with nitrogen gas for inerting.
Periodic oil samples were taken for chemical analysis. Rig oxygen
content measurements are also taken.
The film measuring tests were oonducted in the same manner
as screening tests with the exception that a specially modified
and instrumented test rig was used and the tests had a time-up
life of 50 hours. New CVM M-50 tool steel bearings ( _ _F 7205
VAP or 7205 VAP-3 as specified) w'ere used in each of the tests.
The results of all testing completed on this program are
_ummarized briefly in the table below.
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Test results given in the previous section have been condensed
in the table below. Lubricant candidates have been ranked
primarily on the basis of overall condition of tested bearings,
but also including measured film parameter values and chemic al
stability.
Table
TEST NO BRGS REACH- TYPICAL
SERIES ING TIlE UP/NO BEARING mbASUREO hi_'- AT OOO°F
RANKING LUBRICANT NO. BRGS TESTED CONDITION _ONBUGTIVITV C_PACITANCE
EECELLEN_ HUMBLE FN-31S8 PLUS 4 6/O VERY GOOD CONDITION; 3.6-4.0 1.2-2.0
10_ KENDALL RESIN LIGHT DEBRIS DENTING.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (O. CONTEST)
NEVER EXCEEDED 0._1%
GOOD STABILITY AFTER lOO HOURS.
GOOD DU PONT KRYTOX 143AG 8 2/2 GOOD CONDITION; VERY 3,0-4.0(7.b HRS) 1.7-2.H 12% VISCOSITY INCREASE* AFTER
BITH ADDITIVE LIGHT MICROPITTING. <I.B (42.4 HRS) 50 HOURS.
BOW CORNING S 0/6 MINOR GLAZING AND _I.8 45% VISCOSITY INCREASE*
XF=I-0301 HICROPITTING. AFTER I00 HOURS.
ACCEPTABLE MOBIL XRI-IOgF PLUS O b/O MODERATE TO HEAVY <1.8 |8_ VISCOSITY INCREASE s
10% KENDALL RESIN MICROPITTING WITH AFTER BOO HOURS.
GENERALLY LIGHT GLAZING.
MONSANTO MCS-293I 2 2/6 MODERATE TO HEAVY _1.8 22% VISCOSITY INCREASE e
PITTING, MICROPITTING AFTER 100 HOURS.
AND DEBRIS DENTING.
UNACCEPTABLE ESSO ALOTST3 7 o/O SPALLED BALLS; BODERATE 41.8 GOOD STABILITY BUT OIL TURNED
TO HEAVY GLAZING, BLACK AFTER IOOHODRS.
HUBBLR FN-3158 3 b/2 EXTENSIVE PITTING. _.b-_,b(|l.l HRS) OOOD STABILITY AFTER 71.7
_1.8 (38.9 HRS) HOURS.
BOBIL XSi-lOqF | 0/_ SEVERE OLAZINO WITH 3.5-4.0 |.0-2.? GOOD STABILITY (TEST RAN ONLY
PITTING A_B BICRO- 14,3 HOURS),
PITTING.
* ISASBRED AT lO0°F
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small and large spalls, glazing, micropitting, and one smearing
failure indicating poor overall performance. Pitting of the race-
ways was common to the bearings run in the screening tests with
halos of glazing and micropitting surrounding the pits. Since
gross glazing of the bearing raceways was not generally noted
despite the low film parameter value for 600°F (589_K) operation, it can be
concluded that FN-3158 provides marginal boundary lubrication.
Since this fluid does not have a kinematic viscosity sufficiently
high to prevent asperity interaction (0.75 cs at 500°F, (589OK) h/_<l.8)
and does not have adequate boundary lubricating properties to
compensate for this lack, the use of FN-3158 lubricant for high
speed, high temperature bearing applications cannot be recommended.
4. Humble FN-3158 Plus 10_ Kendall Resin
This blended lubricant proved to be the best of the eight
candidate lubricants tested. Measured film parameter values
ranged from h/_ = 3.6 to 4.0 at 600°F (589eK) (compared to _1.8 for the
FN-3158 alone) and all bearings tested were in good condition
with the exception of one bearing which was lightly micropitted.
It is thought that the greatly increased film thickness and much
improved behavior is caused by the Kendex resin significantly
increasing the viscosity in the Hertzian contact areas. These
results show a definite improvement over results obtained with
straight FN-3158 and demonstrates performance at least comparable
to the best lubricant found from previous programs (2, 6, 7),
Mobil XRM-177F. Previous results with XRM-177F showed some
glazing-type surface distress on comparable M50 steel bearings
after 180 hours (464 mill. revs.) of operation at 600°F (589°K) whereas
with FN-3158 plus 10% Kendall Resin, no glazing at all was noted
after i00 hours (258 mill. revs.) of operation at 600°F (589°K).
Chemically this blended fluid was very stable in resistance to
changes in viscosity, acidity, and dirt content as can be seen
from lubricant sample analysis data given in Appendix III. This
lubricant blend is definitely recommended for use in full scale
testing of jet engine mainshaft bearings or in critical small
bearing applications.
Since this fluid gave such good results at 600°F, (589°K]_ it would
be most interesting to run a future test series at 700°F (644°K)
determine the practical temperature limit of the fluid and also
possibly include open atmosphere testing iS an effective oxidation
inhibitor could be used.
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moved operation into the region where good boundary lubricating
properties were not necessary (or perhaps provided improved
boundary lubricating characteristics). In contrast to this,
the modified fluorosilicone permitted operation in the partial
EHD region due to it's good boundary lubricating properties.
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APPENDIX I
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE LUBRICANTS (EXCLUDING PROPRIETARY SPECIFI-
CATIONS).
i. Mobil XRM-109F (Synthetic Hydrocarbon)
Kinematic Viscosity




Total Acid No. 0.0
Flash Point 520°F (544OK)
Fire Point 595.°F (586OK)














2180 J/kg C °
2657 J/kg C °
2895 J/kg C °
3138 J/kg C °
2. Monsanto MCS-2931 (Improved MCS-293, Polyphenyl Ether)
Kinematic Viscosity
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(255°K) .423 1,770 J/kg C °
(366°K) .517 2,163
(478°K) .610 2,552
. Humble FN-3158 plus 10% Kendall Heavy Resin (For Humble
FN-3158 data, see 3.)
Kendall Heavy Resin:
Kinematic Viscosity













Humble FN-3158 plus 10% Kendall Resin
Kinematic Viscosity
100°F (311OK) 112.40 cs (m2/sec X 106 )
Acid Number .02
















Specific Heat @ 25OF (269¢K)







.366 Btu/ib. °F 1531 J/kg °C
Typical Data
Kinematic Viscosity


















Incipient Thermal Decomposition 625OF. (503OK)
Specific Gravity @ 77°F. (298OK)1.15
,
i Mobil XRM-IOgF plus 10% Kendall Heavy Resin (For Mobil XRM-
109F, see a. For Kendall Resin, see d)
Mobil plus Kendall Resin
Kinematic Viscosity @ lO0OF (31!°K) 550.4 cs (m2/sec X 106)
Acid No. .05
3O























DuPont Krytox 143AB- Containing a proprietary Additive
(Perfluoro Alkyl Polyether)
Kinematic Viscosity
OF CS (m2/sec X 106)
0 (255 °K ) 6900
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Glazed and micropitted extensively.






Some micropitting and_debris denting.




Glazed and micropitted extensively.
Glazed and micropitted extensively.





Highly glazed G heavily micropitted 360 °
around ring.






Moderate to heavy micropitting 360 ° around
ring; but no heavy pits and bearing still
serviceable.
Extensive micropitting but still serviceable.
All balls have light to heavy pitting; two
balls spalled.
606 IR Generally good condition with very little
glazing and a light band of micropitting.







Moderate glazing and pitting.
Heavy glazing with moderate pitting G
micropitting.
One spalled, all balls moderately glazed.
7O2 IR Moderately glazed with light pitting and
heavier micropitting.
OR Moderate to heavy glazing, micropitting,
and debris denting.
Balls One spalled; all balls highly glazed; no pitting.
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APPENDIX IIl















































































































































































OF OR OF OR
660 622 538 554
F - A - I
F - A - I
583 598 588 568 571
586 603 590 593 585
588 597 587 593 585
599 625 603 598 586
593 617 598 593 585
497 - 438 499
548 551 561 530 550
586 628 604 602 590
590 638 610 611 595
583 620 600 599 588
581 626 603 603 590
F - A - I
576 590 583 574 574
595 597 587 611 595
581 592 584 597 587
586 621 600 607 593
583 622 601 595 586
586 628 604 600 589
588 629 605 605 591
597 651 617 619 599
590 641 611 603 590
594 621 600 612 595
582 620 600 601 589
510 462 512 429 494
598 630 605 608 593
582 597 587 591 584
590 598 588 590 583
601 614 596 607 593






L - E - D
L - E - D
LOAD BEARING
OIL OUT I. R.
oF OR OF OR
Oo Ro
OF OR
538 554 610 594 523 546
554 563 600 589 589 583
555 564 595 586 594 585
565 569
589 583 560 566
586 581 579 577
586 581 568 571
609 594 603 596






444 502 458 510 470 516 439 499
545 558 552 562 510 539 543 557
604 591 608 593 635 608 602 590
608 593 613 596 635 608 610 594
597 587 607 593 625 608 598 588
586 581 596 586 610 594 583 579
L - E - D
586 581 582 579 610 594 566 570
604 591 604 591 615 597 594 585
604 591 607 593 625 603 599 588
606 592 607 593 630 605 598 588
604 591 606 592 625 603 595 586
603 590 606 592 620 600 592 584
602 590 604 591 615 597 592 584
599 588 597 587 610 594 586 581
598" 586 600 589 615 597 592 584
595 886 589 583 560 566 583 579
600 589 599 588 570 572 596 586
442 501 444 502
596 586 598 588
596 586 568 571
593 585 537 554
589 583 607 593

























































































































oF oR °F °R
408 482 378 465
615 597 607 593
611 595 600 589
602 590 591 584
608 593 594 585
606 592 594 585
590 583 594 585
603 590 601 589
F - A - I
426 492 426 492
588 582 613 596
589 583 602 590
584 580 584 580
588 582 615 597
F - A - I
646 614 6t5 597
649 616 599 588
621 600 550 56I
626 603 551 561
632 606 548 560
623 601 562 568
454 508 463 513
617 598 601 589
635 608 616 598
618 599 597 587
544 558 514 541
591 584 591 584
606 592 599 588
603 590 593 585
617 598 606 592
623 601 602 590
623 601 600 589
618 599 613 596
612 595 602 590
631 606 616 598
598 588 591 584
600 589 587 581

















L - E - D
LOAD BEARING
OIL OUT I. R.
o F OR OF OR
O°R.
o F °R
390 472 390 472 374 463
599 588 610 594 595 596
598 588 610 594 592 584
594 585 610 594 592 584
600 589 610 594 596 586
605 591 615 597 600 589
577 576 560 566 594 585
573 574 570 572 599 588
404 480 445 503 399 477
577 576 590 583 598 588
582 579 590 583 597 587
586 581 610 594 598 588
580 578 615 597 595 586
613 596 602 590
608 593 597 587
584 580 560 566
588 582 564 569
583 579 563 568







443 501 413 485 475 519 439 499
592 584 569 571 580 578 591 584
594 585 562 568 500 533 602 590
584 580 549 560 555 564 592 584
480 522 430 495 510 539 480 522
574 574 559 566 585 580 589 583
588 582 563 568 585 580 598 588
571 573 543 557 560 566 585 580
575 575 547 559 555 564 591 584
583 579 561 567 490 528 586 581
582 579 558 565 495 530 586 581
580 578 563 568 465 514 582 579
594 585 586 581 590 583 595 586
619 599 604 591 585 580 616 598
582 579 595 586 560 566 590 583
587 581 594 585 525 547 591 584












































































OIL IN OIL OUT O. Ro
o F OR OF OR OF OR
589 583 603" 590 598 588
589 583 605 591 598 588
596 586 610 594 604 591
595 586 611 595 604 591
598 588 612 595 605 591
544 558 565 569 522 545
618 599 645 614 574 574
627 604 656 620 579 577
595 586 625 603 555 564
595 586 624 602 574 574
596 586 625 603 574 574
417 487 518 543 510 539
605 591 618 599 607 593
604 591 614 596 607 593
597 587 608 593 603 590
589 583 601 589 596 586
579 577 594 585 590 583
595 586 609 594 602 590
599 588 609 594 606 592
605 591 618 599 613 596
592 584 607 593 604 591
595 586 607 593 606 592
- 457 509 451 506
613 596 550 561 612 595
621 600 554 558 616 598
588 582 595 586 596 586
610 594 618 599 607 593
608 593 60,1 591 607 593
615 597 600 589 613 596
606 592 593 585 607 593
608 593 595 586 609 594
605 591 608 593 599 588
610 594 617 598 606 592
451 506 459 510 _20 489
631 606 652 618 594 585
628 604 648 615 596 586
613 596 637 609 589 583
620 600 642 612 594 585
615 597 637 609 591 584
LOAD BEARING
OIL IN OIL OUT
o F OR OF OR
588 582 595 586
598 588 604 591
595 586 601 589
599 588 604 591
593 585 601 589
519 544 503 535
595 586 576 575
599 588 582 579
591 584 580 578
589 583 593 585
594 585 596 586
498 532 498 532
589 583 591 584
589 583 590 583
585 580 565 569
583 579 564 569
579 577 558 565
602 590 560 566
577 576 551 561
587 581 564 569
589 583 569 571
595 586 573 574
427 493 435 497
593 585 579 577
592 584 544 558
588 582 573 574
575 575 576 575
598 588 576 575
601 589 578 576
595 586 570 572
597 587 568 571
579 577 571 573
595 586 602 590
433 496 415 486
584 580 558 565
583 579 558 565
578 576 563 568
606 592 575 575
























































































































OF o R o F o R
578 576 561 567
597 587 595 586
596 586 599 588
596 586 601 589
585 580 597 587
583 579 596 586
585 580 592 584
593 585 598 588
586 581 599 588
611 595 597 587
618 599 608 593
614 596 593 585
623 60t 510 594
623 601 611 595
614 596 601 589
653 618 625 603
635 608 608 593
644 613 612 _0_
633 607 604 591
637 609 610 594
638 610 611 595
639 610 613 596
648 615 599 588
638 610 590 583
636 609 587 581
640 611 591 584
634 608 588 582
636 609 590 583
490 528 486 525
599 588 585 580
595 586 587 581
597 587 593 585
594 585 591 584
602 590 594 585
560 589 595 586
608 593 602 590
599 588 599 588
565 569 563 568



























OF oR oF o R
O.R.
OF o R
547 559 520 544 536 553
594 585 530 550 582 579
600 589 525 547 594 585
600 589 535 553 595 585
598 588 533 551 594 585
598 588 540 555 589 583
596 586 540 555 589 583
599 588 530 550 591 584
598 588 535 553 589 583
614 596 540 555 585 580
621 600 590 583 602 590
569 571 610 594 542 556
595 586 605 591 585 580
596 586 620 600 583 579
592 584 570 572 575 573
592 584 650 616 569 571
603 590 610 594 584 580
a07 593 625 603 580 578
601 589 620 600 580 578
606 592 640 611 686 580
606 592 635 608 585 580







- - 613 596
- - 608 593
- - 596 586
- - 599 588
- r 596 586
- - 599 588
460 511 455 508
573 574 579 577
588 582 594 585
601 589 606 592
596 586 602 590
596 586 602 590
596 586 601 589
597 587 603 590
596 586 592 584
553 563 550 561
603 590 607 593
475 519 459 510
600 589 570 572
575 575 590 583
560 566 601 589
575 575 597 587
570 572 591 584
560 566 592 584
510 539 596 586
510 539 597 587
545 558 542 556













































































o F OR OF OR
422 490 419 4813
611 595 604 591
603 590 597 587
605 591 595 586
606 592 59B 588
608 593 600 589
605 591 599 588
621 600 61i 595
596 586 59l 584
59B 588 591 584
604 591 599 583
621 599 599 587
599 587 580 577




585 580 594 584 543
620 600 615 5')6 546
604 590 606 591 503
615 596 615 596 565
618 593 619 598 568



























OIL OUT I.R. O.R,
o F OR OF o R OF OR
433 496 500 533 400 478
620 600 625 603 603 590
615 597 640 611 597 587
619 599 620 600 600 589
619 599 635 608 60[ 589
621 600 625 603 603 590
622 601 625 603 607 593
610 594 610 594 599 588
606 592 6[0 594 599 588
601 589 615 597 597 581
















































1. Mobil XRM-IOgF, (Test 1C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
6.55 227 42 9530
10.05 227 42 9530
22.85 227 42 9530
29.75 227 41 9300
40.45 227 42 9530
49.85 227 41 9300
2. Monsanto MCS-2931, (Test 2C)







3 228 42 9570
85 228 42 9570
35 228 42 9570
35 230 42 9655
45 230 42 9655
80 failed
3. Humble FN-315B, (Test 3C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
2.15 229 41 9390
9.95 229 39 8930
20.25 228 42 9570
36.05 228 42 9570
42.85 227 42 9530
48.35 227 42 9530
4. Humble FN-3158 plus 10_ Kendall Resin,(Test 4C)














I N DU STRI ES, I N C.
APPENDIX V (Continued)
AL69T069
5. Dow Cornin_ XF-I-0301., (Test 5C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
0.4 230 40 9200
11.0 230 40 9200
21.4 230 42 9660
30.8 230 40 92@0
40.2 230 42 9660
49.3 230 42 9660
6. Mobil XRM-IO9F plus 10_ Kendall Resin, (Te___st 6C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
0.9.= 232 44 10200
10.1 232 44 10200
20.6 230 44 9300
30.6 230 44 9300
44.6 230 44 9300
47.5 230 44 9300
7. Esso AL07873, (Test 7C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
0.9 232 38 8800
6.2 230 36 8260
33.6 231 37 8540
37.9 231 27 8540
8. DuPont Krytox 143AB, (Test 8C)
HOURS VOLTS AMPHERES WATTS
4.55 228 50 11400
11.15 228 50 11400
21.65 228 50 11400
30.95 228 50 11400
35.85 228 50 11400
45.55 230 51 11730












The work to be performed shall consist of determining the lubricating
ability and stability of a number of high temperature lubricant candi-
dates for use in high speed advanced aircraft° Results of testing fluids
in modified existing bearing rigs using optimized 25 mm bearings shall
be used in guiding full=scale bearing and seal assembly studies.
Specific ReQuirements
The contractor Shall furnish the necessary personnel, facilities, ser-
vices and materials and do all things necessary for, or incident to,
the work described below:
Task I - Test R is and Test Elements
A. Test Riz
i. The Contractor shall utilize two (2) contractor-owned bearing
test rigs, previously used in work performed in NASA Contract
NAS3-7912 and those rigs as specified in paragraph 2 of this
Task I. One rig shall be capable of using 25 mm bore test bear-
ings to be operated at outer ring temperatures to 700°F and
speeds between 20,000 rpm and 45,000 rpm. The other rig will
be a constant speed machine capable of operation at a speed of
43,700 rpm. Each rig shall be capable of testing with two
bearings simultaneously. The rigs shall have the ability to
operate in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen. The test rigs shall
be capable of loading the bearings to thrust loads in the range
I00 to 900 ibs.
2. Modifications to the two (2) test rigs specified in paragraph i
of this Task I shall be made as follows:
a. Shaft end seals, using a double circumferential design
internally pressurized with nitrogen, shall be provided
to replace the existing labyrinth seals. The Contractor
shall limit the double circumferential design and fabrica-
tion to two independent seal assemblies. If:ai_her or :both of
these double circumferential seal assemblies:'f@il, as :deter-
mined by the Contractor, subject to the NASA Project Manager
approval, then the original labyrinth seals shall be used
for all testing.
be The rigs provided by the Contractor have a 300 to 400 cc/
minute oil flow rate with a 25 to i00 co/hour make-up rate.
The Contractor shall determine and'recon_end the reduction
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of the oil flow rate for these rigs in accordance with
the current engine practice, subject to the NASA Project
Manager's approval°
CI An infrared pyrometer shall be provided for monitoring
the inner ring temperature of one bearing in the test
rig. The Contractor shall limit the pyrometer installa-
tion and assembly fabrication to two (2) independent
pyrometer assemblies° If either or bDth of these pyro-
meter assemblies fail as determined by the Contractor_
subject to the NASA Project Manager approval_ then the
inner ring temperature shall not be monitored°
dO
Thermocouples shall be inserted through the rig housing
into the pump by-pass drains to measure the temperature
of the lubricant just before entering the bearings.
eo A by-pass assembly for the existing sight glasses shall be
provided to determine oil flow rate. The Contractor shall
limit the by-pass assembly fabrication and installation to
two (2) independent by-pass assembly arrangements° If either
or both assembly arrangements should fail to provide more
accurate oil flow rate measurements as determined by the
Contractor s subject to the approval of the NASA Project
Manager s then the existing assembly arrangement shall be
utilized throughout all testing.
f. The Contractor shall provide for the monitoring and control
of the oxygen content of the test assembly°
B. Bearin_
The Contractor shall utilize the Government Furnished Property, 146
pes. 7205 VAP Racis_ Balls and Retainer, as provided under Article XV
of the Schedule, for the fabrication of bearings necessary for this
test program_ The Contractor shall provide 20 polyimide cages for
film measurements°
C. Test Lubricants
I. The following eight lubricant test fluids shall be provided for
evaluation as described in Task II.B.
a. Mobile Oil Company XRM-109F (synthetic paraffinic hydro-
carbon).
b, XRM-109F plus 10% super refined Kendall Resin (4500CS)
c. XRM-109F plus XRM-127B plus i0% super refined Kendall
resin (4500CS) blended to have same viscosity as Mobil
XRM-177F at 500OF.








d. Dow Corning XFL-0301 (modified fluorosilicone)
e. DuPont Company Krytox 143AB, furnished under Article XV
of this contract.
2.
f, Humble Oil Company FN-3158 (super refined mineral oil)
g. FN=3158 with 10% super refined Kendall resin (4500CS)
h. Monsanto COo MCS-293 improved (modified polyphenylether
MCS-642 or equivalent)
The fluid manufacturers available physical property data shall
Be obtained and furnished to NASA for the eight test lubricants
or individual blend constituents as listed in paragraph C.l.a
through h of Task I. If available, these data shall include the
following properties:
a. Kinematic voscosity (at -40 °, -20 °, 0o i00 o 210 o 400 °
500 ° and 600°F). ' ' ' '
5. Acid number
c. Flash point (OF)
d. Fire point (OF)
e. Pour point (oF)
f. Density (0o to 600°F)
g. Specific heat (0° to 600°F)
h. Nitrogen solubility
i. Compatibility with possible system materials
J. Autogenous ignition temperature (OF)
k. Surface tension
i. Isoteniscope data
Task II - Lubricant Evaluation
The Contractor shall perform tests, conditions and procedures as described
below_ using the eight (8) lubricants listed in Task I, paragraph C.l.a.
through h in the bearing test rigs to determlne their relative lubricating
abilities, extent of corrosion, system deposits, and modes of failure in the
closed and inerted reclrculatlng lubrication system.
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A. Test Conditions
Io Bearing outer ring temperature shall be maintained as close as
possible to 600°F (! 15OF) using the modified test equipment
described previously_
2. The temperature of the test lubricant supplied to the test
bearings shall be allowed to stabliz e at a temperature such
that the desired outer ring temperature can be maintained°
3. Inner ring (shaft) rotational speed shall be 43,700 + 500 rpm
to obtain a DN value of I.I x 106 .
4. The Contractor shall determine and recommend, subject to the
NASA Project Manager's approval, the thrust load to be Used
for all testing°
5, A positive nitrogen supply pressure shall be held to insure
nitrogen flow into the test cavity.
o Total oxygen content of the test cavity atmosphere shall not
exceed 0°5 percent by volume_ if the double circumferential seal
a sse mb ly described in Task I, A.2.a, is used° If the
original labyrinth seal assembly is used, the total oxygen con -
tent by volume shall not exceed io25%_
B. Test Procedures
The testing program shall consist of runningeach of the previously
enumerated fluids except DuPont Krytox 143AB in the experimental rigs
with two sets (2 bearings each set) of the 25 mm bearings at the test
conditions, for a duration of i00 hours each bearing set or until
failure is indicated by (a) a sudden rise in the bearing torque,
temperature_ or vibration (detected by vibra-switch), or (b) exces-
sive coking of the lubricant to the extent that oil flow to bear-
ings cannot be maintained° Prior to testing, the lubricants shall
be degassed by subjecting them to pressure of 10"3 mm Mercury either
for a 72-hour period at room temperature or at a temperature not ex-
ceeding 200OF for a period of at least i hour before running the tests.
Careful atmosphere control shall be used during the tests to insure
inerting. Nitrogen gas (99.9 percent by volume N2) containing not
more than 50 ppm o:x_gen and 5 ppm hydrocarbon (as Methane) and
having a dew point of -90°F or lower shall be used as a cover gas.
Only 4 new bearings shall be used for each lubricant tested and the
number of rig assemblies shall be limited to a total of four for
each lubricant. Any inner ring temperature measurements using the
pyrometer asselnbly described in paragraph A.2.c; shall be made on
one bearing with each lubricant. Testing shall terminate when these
limlts are reached.





In addition to the above tests, each of the eight fluids shall be
tested in the experimental film measuring rig with one set (two
bearings per set) of the 25 mm bearings using a polyimide cage
at the test conditions, for a duration of 50 hours each bearing
set or until failure as above defined. In the event the polyimide
cage fails and the rest of the bearing is considered serviceable,
as determined by the Contractor, the cage shall be replaced. Any
change in film measurement testing recommended by the Contractor
shall be subject to the NASA Project+Manager's approval.
C. Data Required
i. After each test, the bearings and samples of system deposits
shall be preserved. One deposit sample from each of no more
than seven fluids shall be analyzed for carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, metals, nitrogen, fluorine, and silicon content.
Photographs shall be provided for one-half of the bearings
tested, as recommended by the Contractor, subject to the
approval of the NASA Project Manager. One typical photograph
of the test cavity and components shall be provided for each
lubricant tested. One typical bearing tested in each fluid
shall be cross-groove traced with a "taly-rond" instrument to
detect geometry changes.
+
2. Periodic samples of the test lubricants shall be taken for
analysis during one test with each lubricant. Sample size shall
be 20 cc to obtain neutralization number, viscosity, and dirt
content after 2, i0, 50, and i00 hours of operation. These
parameters shall be determined for each sample.
e
The lubricant film thickness shall be measured by AC conductivity
and capacitance techniques using an existing monitoring system
developed under Task Orders III and V of NAS3-7912,.incorporated
herein by reference and hereby made a part hereof, in the variable
speed film measuring test rig described previously. One of the
six bearings tested with each of the seven fluids (other than
Krytox) shall be monitored. The eighth fluid, DuPont Krytox 143AB,
furnished under ARTICLE XV of this contract, shall be tested only
for purposes of this film thickness determination using two bear-
ings, one of which will be monitored.
For all eight fluids, measurements shall be taken every ten hours
during the life of the test bearing or until failure of the mating
hearing. Continuous monitoring (manual data recording) shall be
done during the first hour of operation, providing the test bear-
ing or the mating bearing do not fail.
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41.
Oil temperature shall be monitored every six minutes, inner ring
temperature shall be determined as previously specified, o_Tgen
content shall be monitored every i0 hours and input motor power
(on the variable speed rig only) shall be manually recorded
every i0 hours.
D. Reporting Requirements
Reporting requirements shall be as described in the ARTICLE entitled
"Reports of Work".
RESEARCH LABORATORY .I_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
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J ,-. AENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MOD!K.ATION OF CONTRACT J 1I I
2. EFFECTIVE DATE 3. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQUEST NO. J41 PROJECT NO. (lfappllcabl¢)
397595 (Complete) I










SNF Industries, Inc. --1
Engineering & Research Center
llO0 First Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
PAGE J OF
9. THIS _LOCK APPLIES ONLY TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICiTATiONS
D The above numbered solicitation ic amended a* _et fortfl in block 12. The hour and date specified foe receipt of O_fer$ [] is extended, [] It not extended.
Off_rorl must acknowledge receip. _ of thil amendment prior to the hour and date specified hi tl'_9 :olicltation, or as amended, by one of the fallowing methods.
"(o) By s_gning and return]ng_copi,l$ of this amendmentj (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendme.t on e,_!:h copy of the of/or submitted_ or (c) By s_parate le_er or telegram
which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKOWLEDGMENT '[O ff_ RECEIVED AT THE ISSUING OFFICE PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND
DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULt IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If_ by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an ot_er _lready _ubml,ed, such change may be made by telegram
or letter, provided such telegram or In.er makes reference to the solicitation and this amendment, and IS received prior to the opening hour and date _pecified.
I0. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (I/regur'r-_
Increased by ¢5,700°00 from _73,375.00 to $79,C75.00
126-15-10-O0-O00-O-O-h_OE51-1-Y-ON_.637-5&
t 1. THIS Ig.OCK APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OP CONTRACTS/O/_DER$
(a) [] Th.is Chonge Order is Issued pumuant to
The C?nangol m, forth In blod( | 2 are made to the above numbered ton, tact/order.
(b| [] The above numbered ¢ontract/ordor is modified to retied the administrative change| (such al_ changes In paying office, appropriation data, etc.) set fon'h in block 12.
1_ ( _, tY 1_ o It
(c) [] Thls Supplemental Agreement I$ entered Into pursuant to autborlty of 5_qal'_es _qO. L_zitatxon of __o_t m m_p_ n_
,._.od_ne.theabo..numborodc ntra_,ossetfo,h;nb_ac__. the Contract General Provisions and Mutual
_2, DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION AL_._eE6_1_ t
_.L,_p_S_ the Go_er_ent desires and %E_eContractor has concurred in a change in a
_ove_ent-_i_hed test lubricant specified in Exhibit "A"; and
the Contractor has notified the Government that the estimates of cost and
peziod of performance for the contract are anticipated to be in excess of
the amo_mts specified in the SCHEI_JLE; and
_v_EREAS, the Govez_ent desires to update the contract to reflect current estimates
of cost and pez'iod of performanc%
NOW __ in consideration of the pr_nlses and of the obligations herein set
forth, the Par,tits hereto do agree as follows:
io On Page _ of Exhibit "A"under Section C entitled "Test Lubricants"
delete Item le. in its entirety and substitute in lieu thereof:
Excel_ as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced In block 8, as heretofore changed, remain unchanged and In full force and efFed.
13.
] CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR IS NOT REQUIREDTO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT
14. NAME OF CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR
BY
(Signature of person authorized to sign)
15. NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (_)'pe or#rd.t)




17. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY iSignalure of Contracting'O_cer)
18. NAME OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Ty#e or prlr#) 19. DATE SIGNED
John E. _Ickey





"C. EBso AL0-7873 T_arbo Oil (highly hindered ester)"
2. Delete ARTICLE II - PEP_OD OF PERFORMANCE of the SCTfEDULE in its
entirety and substitute in lieu thereof:
"ARTICLE_ II - PERIOD OF PERFOr_L_NCE
The estimated period of performance for the completion of the work
set forth in ARTICLE I - STAT_T OF WORK is f_urteen (14) months
from date of contract."
3. Delete AF_E(%E X _ ESTImaTED COST AND F_ FEE of the SCHEDULE in
entirety and substitute in lieu thereof:
"ARTiCT_E X ® EST_T_) COST AND F!X_D FEE :
The estimated cost of this contract is _9h5.00 exclusive of the
fixed fee of _,130o00° The total estimated cost and fixed fee is
075°ooo"
Under AF_ICLE XV - GO!,_Nlv_.TT FU_S?UTD PROPEP_IT an additional item
_rlll be fur_ished by the Government as follows:
_hir_een and one-half (13_) gallons of Esso ALO-T873 Turbo Oil
(highly hindered ester)_ within thirteen (13) months after contract
award o"
5. By vi_tue of this Modification No. !, the estimated cost of the
eont:cact is revised as follows:
Previous Contract Amount





Fixed .Fee Total CPFF
 ,).30.oo 375.00
• -O- _ 5,700.00
_iI_, lSO.OO $T9, c_75'.6(::)
6, As a result of this Su_pplemental Agreement No. I the fixed fee of this
contact remains _nchanged.
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Note: Additional instrumentation comprises cage speed
measuring system discussed in (1 ).
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COMPOSITION AND HOT HARDNESS






















































































































































































































































































































































































































Roundness (pm) Taper (_m)
Inner Outer Inner Outer
.5 3 .5 0
1.5 3 .5 0
i 2 1.5 0
3 2 0 0
1 2 0 0
I 2 .5 1
1 3 .5 0
1 3 .25 .5
2 3 0 0
1 3 .5 .5
2 3 .5 .5
.5 3 .5 0
3 2 .5 0
2 3 1 .5
1 3 0 .5
2 3 .5 .5
1 2 0 .5
I 4 .5 0
3 2 .5 0
1 3 .5 0
2 3 0 0
1 3 0 .5
1 3 0 .5
2 2 1 1
1 2 0 0
1 2 1 1
2 2 .5 i













7205 VAP TEST BEARING C_GE (OUTER RING GUIDED)
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SUM_IARY OF TEST RESULTS
Life
Test No. Lubricant Bearin.9_s llrs. Mill.revs. Results
ih Mobil XRM-IOOF 7205 MAP 14.3 36.9
{B Mobil XRM-IOOF 7205 MAP 0.3 0.8
1C Mobil XRM-IOOF 7205 MAP 50 129
1C Mobil XRM-IOOF 7205 MAP 20.4 52.6
tabor ted)**:::
2A MO/lSallto MCS-2Ol{ 72D5 3'AP 46.9 121
2B _lonsanto 31CS-2O31 7205 MAP 100 258
2C Monsanlo MCS-2O31 7205 VAP ,12.8 lll
2C Monsanto 31CS-2O31 7205 lAP 3.5 d.O
tabor t ed)*:::o
3h Humble FX-3150 7205 VAP 71.1 {05
3B Mumble FN-315g 7205 lAP 10.3 I01
3C Humble FX-3158 7205 3AI)-3 50 120
4A Hunlble FN-3150 plus 7205 \AP-3 lO0 25B
{0% Kendall Resin
4B Humble FN-3158 plus 7205 /ap-3 too 258
103 Kendall Resin
4C Humble FX-3158 plus 7205 \aP-3 50 12 tl
10,_ Kendall Resin
5A Oo'._ Cornin 9 7205 _aP-:_ 10o 2,g
XF - 1-0530 {
5B gow Corning 7205 kAP-3 10(/ 25*3
XF-I-0801
5C Do_ Cornin 9 7205 IAP-3 ao 12 ¢)
XF-I-0301
6A 31obil xgll-lO'q plus 72/35 laP-3 100 2,11
10,_ Kendall R_.sin
6B _,lobil Xl{ll-lOtll plus 7205 i. AI)-:_ 100 2511
{0',_ Kendall Resin
6C Mobil XRM-I09I" plus 7205 /h['-:_ 50 12_
10% Kendall Resin
7A Iisso AL07873 7203 / hi'-3 100 258
7i_ bsso M.07;373 7205 fhP-:_ 100 2511
7C }.sso AI.071173 720.3 _AP-;_ ,31) 12_
(1)* IR and OR glazed and pitted.
(d) Spalled ball, IR and OR glazed.
(l) IR and OR highly 9lazed and
tightly micropitted.
(d) IR and OR highly glazed and
lightly micropitted.
(l) IR lightly pitted, OR good
condition,
(d)**IR and OIl lightly pitted.
(1) IR and OR highly glazed and
pitted.




(13 IR good, OR pitle(I.
(d) IR good, OR pilled.





































(;ood colllli t ion.
Good condil ion.
Ill, Ol/ and ba I I s smtared.
ill and O1{ heal'il 3 pilled.
IR pilled. OR glazed.
IR spalled, OR spalled.
Ill spalled. OR micropitled.
Ill good condition, Oil debris
_lel_l iny.
[R and Oil liglltl ) pilled.
(;ood condi t ion.
Good ('ondil ion.
(;ood cond i _ i on.
Uood cond i _ ion.
I;ood condit iol_.
ill and Oil lightl> pilled.
Good corld i l ion but IR has
unf, w,n wear lr;_ck.
IR, OR, and hal I micro_i t I(,d.
IR and OR lighlly pilt,,d.
IR and Illl lighll 3 pilled. .(l.d
IR and O1¢ Ii!lhll > i}irl_,_l.
IR and OR _tli_,r()_}ill,,(I .
[R and OR I ighl I 3 glazed and
p i I I _,(I.
[R and /)R !_l_lz,,(I and micropilled.
[1¢ and (11¢ glaz(,d al_d inicrOpilt_,,I.
Ill and IIll lighll 3 glazed and </.d
mi(,ropi t I pd.
IR good condiliou, OR micropil_,,d.
IR aug O1¢ ylaz,,,I and pitted, otis, sp_ll,,d hall.
IR and OR glazt,d and pilled, onp spal/,,d ball.
All },_Jlls spall,,d, IR and Oll
mod,,ral,,l> ylaz,,(I, pill,,d. ¢: denied.
Two balls Sl_all(,d, [R aug OR highl>
g i a z,,d .
I1¢ and OR glazed and ii_icropill*,d, <1.8
spal IP(I balls.
IR al_,l OR glazf,d and inicr._pill,,d.
spa I I ,.(I balls.
[R good, Oil li!lhll 3 nlicropillt,d.
Ill good, (11¢ }ighlly rllirropilted
and slighlly un,,v,ut w,,ar Irack.
:_.o - 4.0
8C buPont Kr 3 Iox Iglkl_ 7205 /'al'-3 5O _2q ( I ) :{.0- I.OtT.u hrs)
fwilh additi_'e) Id) <[ .8 t 12. I hrs)
a (I) and fell denole "load-end" and "drive-end" bearings respeclitely.
""_ I_earing I_la,;k-oxide coated.
*** Film measurt:mr:nlS fh/w ) una,'ailaI, Je for al)or_,rd I_,sts.
























































































































+ + + + + too low to measure (h/_ L 1.8)
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OF VSo TIME FOR TEST _4C USING HUMBLE
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PLOT OF h/_ VS.
ENCLOSURE 18














































































RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 20
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _i02 FROM TEST _Ih USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F






RESEARCH LABORATORY 811;F INDUSTRIES, IN(:.
ENCLOSURE 21
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _104 FROM TEST _IB USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F









RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 22
/_L69 T069
TEST BEARING _105 FROM TEST _IC USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F






RESEARCH LABORATORY 81i_lF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 23
AL69T069
TEST BEARING =202 FROM TEST =2A USING MONSANTO MCS-2931















=203 FROM TEST =2B USING MONSANTO MCS-2931








RESEARCH LABORATORY -I_I_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 25
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _205 FROM TEST _2C USING MONSANTO
AFTER 42.3 HOURS AT 600°F
MCS-2931






RESEARCH LABORATORY -I_I_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 26
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _301 FROM TEST g3A USING HUMBLE FN-315_






RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 27
AL69T069
TEST BEARING m303 FROM TEST _3B USING HUMBLE FN-3158









RESEARCH LABORATORY 811_lF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 2B
AL69T069
TEST BEARING =305 FROM TEST =3C USING HUMBLE FN-3158







RESEARCH LABORATORY -I_I_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 29
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _401 FROM TEST _4A USING HUMBLE FN-3158 PLUS 10%
KENDALL RESIN





RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 30
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _403 FROM TEST _4B USING HUMBLE FN-3158 PLUS
KENDALL RESIN





RESEARCH LABORATORY -_l_IO" INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 31
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _405 FROM TEST _4C USING HUMBLE FN-3158 PLUS 10%
KENDALL RESIN






RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 32
,4L69T069
TEST BEARING _501 FROM TEST _5A USING DOW CORNING XF-I-0301








RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 33
,4L69 T069
TEST BEARING _503 FROM TEST _5B USING DOW CORNING XF-I-0301











RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 34
AL69T069
TEST BEARING **505 FROM TEST *t5C USING DOW CORNING XF-I-0301








RESEARCH LABORATORY 81KIF I N D U S T R I E S , I N C .
ENCLOSURE 35
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _601 FROM TEST _6A USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F PLUS i0%
KENDALL RESIN












RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 36
AL69T069
TEST BEARING _603 FROM TEST _6B USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F PLUS 10%
KENDALL RESIN







RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 37
/_L69T069
TEST BEARING _605 FROM TEST _6C USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F PLUS 10%
KENDALL RESIN









RESEARCH LABORATORY 8KIF I" INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 38
AL69T069











RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 39
/lL69T069
TEST BEARING _703 FROM TEST _7B USING ESS0 AL07873









RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 40
AL69 T069
TEST BEARING _705 FROM TEST _7C USING ESS0 AL07873
AFTER 50 HOURS AT 600°F
o
m_
RESEARCH LABORATORY BI_F INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 41
fIL69 T069
TEST BEARING _805 FROM TEST _8C USING DuPONT KRYTOX 143 AB







RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 42
AL69T069
TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST. BEARING _105 FROM TEST_IC USING
MOBIL XRM-IO9F












TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING _203 FROM TEST_2R I_SING
MONSANTO MCS-2931
AFTER I00 HOURS AT 600°F .............
BEFORE BEFORE
,,_.......\_.;._y.,._..).. ..... ',.......... I_;x;>. 0 ...... ) ,, ,, ,,,i_,,, i.• k,@tmr_;/, t \
-/iil;y
AFTER AFTER
RESEARCH LABORATORY -P--,I_IF IN DUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 44
AL69T069
TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING _303 FROM TEST_3B USING
HUMBLE FN-3158






















T_,LYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING g403 FROM TEST MB USING
HUMBLE FN-3158 PLUS 10% KENDALL RESIN



















TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING _501 FROM TEST_5A USING
OOW CORNING XF-I-0301












TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING _601 FROM TEST_6A USING
MOBIL XRM-IO9F PLUS 10% KENDAI.,L RESIN
. 41/
', 'f', I "i" _" _4" 14-,_,__ L_.: ,',/_. ,,J i l I I 1 I I I I-t-I
',,. \ \kLt_r A _.v _o No/
."J.<.
BEFORE
. "X. / D6v,1:=..',_"_.,.,-'W" _'<","t
2_o s" v-,_e- \ " \'1\
/--M_AGN FILTER\ ',,
',II',II',II',-_ 1"_-,4_6× (._ -,/ ,,) IIII I'_I_IIIII
XI_L_'r A L Y R 0 N D// !i
, >,., "_NGIS mU'_E_ co./ _,.. / )
• _-'_' _--_._ _. ,_,_ "M __



















TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING m701
ESSO AL07873




_- f / 7___e__2_____e.r_A__\
/ MAG N _ FILTER \
\'_ \ A="X /,_/.1_ =-2.3r/.,- • i
_l\ \UH_TAIYROND//












......... L_,,_N :_ .,L_ER/ ,,,, ,l,_,,








TALYROND TRACES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING FOR TEST BEARING _805 FROM TESTUSC USING
DUPont Krytox 143AB
AFTER 50 HOURS AT 600°F
BEFORE BEFORE
AFTER AFTER
RESEARCH LABORATORY -IP-,I_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 50
AL69T069
OIL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM TEST
_2B USING MONSANTO MCS-2931
AFTER lO0 HOURS AT 600°F
,'................................................................................................................................................................................................
..._..._._.___._._._____.________________..____._._____._._______._.___._.___._._._._._._._._._..._.___.___________________._._._._.___._._____._._._._._._._._.__.______.__._.___.___._________._._._._._._
..... ................ ............................... .............. ............
RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 5 1
AL69T069
OIL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM
TEST _3A USING HUMBLE FN-3158
AFTER 71.I HOURS AT 600°F
RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 52
AL69T069
OIL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM
TEST _4B USING HUMBLE FN-3158 PLUS 10% KENDALL RESIN
AFTER i00 HOURS AT 600°F
RESEARCH LABORATORY -I_I_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 5 3
AL69T069
0IL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM
TEST _SB USING BOW CORNING XF-l-03Ol
AFTER lO0 HOURS AT 600°F
"RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 54
AL69T069
OIL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM
TEST _6B USING MOBIL XRM-IO9F PLUS 10% KENDALL RESIN
AFTER I00 HOURS AT 600°F
RESEARCH LABORATORY -I:_I_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ENCLOSURE 55
AL69T069
OIL FILTERS, TEST SHAFT, BEARING HOUSINGS, AND SHAFT LINER FROM
TEST _7B USING ESS0 AL07873
lIFTER 1OO HOIJRS AT 600°F
RESEARCH LABORATORY 81_IF INDUSTRIES, INC.
FINAL REPORT_ CR-72615
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